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CORRECTIONS

In the article by Kenneth K. Tanaka in Issue No. 112 of the *Journal of East Asian Libraries* (June 1997), “Some Aspects of Using OCLC for Public Service--a Japanese Librarian’s View,” please note the following errors and corrections:

p. 11 *Kokkai kokuritsu toshokan choshamei tenkyoruku* should be *Kokuritsu kokkai toshokan choshamei tenkyoruku*.

p. 12 The Japanese phrase 日本にってアメリカは何か was omitted.

p. 13 *Issho* should be *isshō*.

p. 14 *Hikohohodemi no Mikoto ekotoba* should be *Hikohohodemi no Mikoto ekotoba* (scrolls)

p. 14 *Hua-yen Buddhism* should be *Hua-yen Buddhism*

p. 14 *Tripitaka* #pSūtrapitaka. #p *Buddhāvatamsakamahāvaipulyasūtra* should be *Tripitaka #p Sūtrapitaka. #p Buddhāvatamsakamahāvaipulyasūtra*

p. 15 The sentence “When using the ‘fin su’ command for subject heading, it there are....” should read “When using the ‘fin su’ command for subject heading, if there are....”

p. 15 *Moksa* should be *Mokṣa*

p. 15 *Sutra* should be *sūtra*

The Editor regrets these errors.